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Nearly 400 former College of the 
Pacific students, active on the Pa­
cific campus in the past decade, 
are now in the armed forces of 
the United States. 
Headline war experience story to 
date spotlights Douglas Cossitt, of 
Oakland, radio man on a Navy tor­
pedo plane shot down in the bat­
tle of Midway. With shrapnel in 
his legs, Cossitt and his pilot, A. 
W. Winchell, floated seventeen 
days in an eight-foot rubber boat 
before being picked up by a PBY 
plane. Students who remember 
Cossitt will know how character­
istic was his statement, "The most 
important thing was to keep a sense 
of humor." 
The following list of Pacificites 
in service is in addition to those 
previously published. 
CROSS. Roger Gray Cross '41 is a 
U.S.N.R. aviation cadet stationed at 
the U.S. Air Station, Pensacola, Flori­
da. 
R1DDELL. Corp. Richard Riddell, 
U.S.M.C.R. is an air photographer at 
the Naval Air Station, San Diego, 
California. 
(Please turn to page 24) 
Very little blame attaches for 
these conditions to the draft boards. 
They were serving without pay, 
they did not have time to read and 
digest the stacks of material coming 
from headquarters, and they felt 
that the essential thing was to get 
men inducted, and that it was the 
army's business to use them when 
their abilities were best needed. 
Much happened between De­
cember 7, 1941 and January 1, 
1942. For General Hershey told 
the college presidents at Baltimore 
on January second that the army's 
plan of selective service should be 
made universal and that enlistment 
should cease for all branches of 
the service. 
Perhaps one can venture the 
opinion that were the local selective 
service boards either gentlemen of 
leisure or paid officials, and in ad­
dition trained personnel men, that 
unusual selective service, not only 
for the armed forces, but for all 
kinds of activities would be ideal; 
but that situation does not and per­
haps never will obtain. 
General Hershey also told the 
college presidents that the army 
was satisfied with its own officer 
training program, namely that the 
largest number of its officers come 
from West Point and from the 
R.O.T.C. He also stated categori­
cally that no new R.O.T.C. units 
would be set up. In addition he 
said that qualified men discovered 
in the ranks could be transferred 
to officer training camps to supply 
the rest of the need. 
It is quite evident that the Ma­
rines and the Navy have not shared 
General Hershey's theories. As 
early as April we began to hear 
possibilities of a unified procure­
ment plan, and in July the plan 
was released and college admini­
strators were called together in the 
various Army corps areas, and the 
new system was set up. 
At this writing it seems that all 
branches of the service are not 
having very great difficulty in se­
curing men, even though IB has 
been eliminated and married men 
with dependents seem slated for 
an early call, but the great need is 
to secure an adequate and a con­
tinuous supply of officer material. 
And here there seems to be a re­
versal of opinion for, under the 
present plan, I think I am correct 
in saying any young man who is 
eligible for the armed service, who 
is of officer material, who enlists 
under the unified procurement pro­
gram in what is known as Enlisted 
Reserve Corps, may stay in col­
lege until he graduates before go­
ing actively into the armed service. 
This, of course, presupposes that 
he carries his work in college suc­
cessfully and passes, from time to 
time, such examinations as are re-
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quired of him. Most colleges are 
cooperating most fully in this plan. 
On the Stockton campus, Mes-
sers. Burns and Corson are caring 
for the details of the registration of 
young men in the E.R.S. and they 
are doing an excellent job. 
While the representatives of the 
E.R.S. do not specify the courses 
enlistees are to follow, it is fair to 
assume that mathematics and kin­
dred subjects will be most helpful 
for candidates. 
On September twenty-third the 
various services were explained in a 
required assembly. Then for a day 
students had access to the visiting 
board. There is to follow a three 
weeks period in which the students 
are to consult with their parents 
and advisors, secure their birth cer­
tificates, etc. Then the board is to 
visit the campus on October 7 and 8 
to secure enlistments. Quotas are 
being established for the colleges 
with a much larger percentage of 
freshmen than of upper class men. 
After the first year freshmen only 
will be considered for E.R.S., for 
all others will have had their op­
portunity. 
While this system is not perfect, 
it is in my opinion the best plan 
that has been put forward so far. 
It is first of all a recognition, not 
hitherto admitted, that the main 
source of officer material is the col­
lege. In the second place, it is an 
admission that the liberal arts train­
ing is still basic and even in the 
grim stress of war has no substitute. 
Two general problems remain 
unsolved: the problem of a cur­
riculum necessarily to some extent 
modified to meet war conditions, 
and the problem of an adequate 
faculty staff to carry out the former. 
We believe that our campus with 
the combined facilities of the 
Stockton Junior College and the 
College of the Pacific is in a very 
fine position. Under Dr. Arthur 
Bawden, former Coordinator of 
War and Defense courses for the 
Junior College and now Principal 
of the Junior College, real progress 
has been made in four fields. Three 
of these have been operated by the 
Junior College alone and one by 
joint action. The work of the Jun­
ior College in civil aeronautics and 
in communications had been out­
standing. Together we have done 
a fine job in nutrition and in the 
"building up" program in physical 
education. 
Increased attention will be given 
during the war to the physical fit­
ness of all students on the campus. 
There will be increased courses re­
quired in both colleges, and the 
sports program will be unified, at 
least for the duration. 
Mathematics and the experimen­
tal sciences will be stressed as never 
before, not only for their immediate 
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values, but also for the long range 
influence upon reconstruction. 
Pacific offers the opportunity to 
any young man to finish a full col­
lege course in three years, if he can 
he financed and has the health and 
strength to stand continuous study 
for three years. It offers courses 
with content that will be immedi­
ately useful. 
The second problem of an ade­
quate staff is a very difficult one. 
Several key men are now either in 
the armed forces or are in research 
or other necessary defense activi­
ties, but the administration feels 
that with adjustments that are be­
ing made, all necessary courses will 
be maintained on a high level of 
scholarship. 
Due to the limitations of space 
this is a very inadequate descrip­
tion of Pacific and the War Effort. 
I wish I might tell the story of the 
Pacific men and women in the 
armed and auxiliary forces. Their 
story when told will be a thrilling 
one, for some of the exploits that 
might be told are truly epic. The 
story will some day be told. 
Thank God for the spirit of aca­
demic freedom. It still lives. We 
are examining, we are sifting, we 
are democratically reaching con­
clusions, individually and collec­
tively. We do not all agree here 
on the campus, but we respect one 
another and we believe with Bishop 
C 
James Chamberlain Baker, one of 
our trustees, that God takes sides, 
being interested in all that interests 
humanity. 
We believe in fighting this war 
to a successful conclusion, for we 
did not start it and in the words 
of Woodrow Wilson concerning 
World War No. 1 "America fights 
for no foot of territory, and for no 
right which be called American, 
but for those rights which are com­
mon to all humanity." 
IT hy ROBERT E. BURNS 
War is no respector of the cen­
ters of culture. By the very nature 
of modern war, mass destruction 
must necessarily be promoted and 
in doing this, all structures upon 
which culture rests are shaken. 
People are forced to turn their at­
tention away from the refined and 
the civilized pursuits in the saving 
of life, and organize for the grim 
business of killing on a grand scale. 
When Hitler started to march, 
America was rich in spirit and ma­
terial resources but poor in trained 
soldiers and modern weapons for 
defense. As Germany ran rough­
shod over nation after nation, it 
became more evident as a defense 
measure that the United States 
would be forced to abandon its his­
torical policy of no conscription for 
) 
military service in peace time. Very 
soon a selective service law was 
drawn up and enacted conscripting 
men from twenty years up for serv­
ice during a period of one year. 
This hit right at the heart of upper 
division and graduate schools like 
the College of the Pacific inasmuch 
as most of the men enrolled were 
twenty years of age or over. Nat­
urally, the College Administration 
began to be concerned, because to 
take as many men away as were 
envisioned would cause serious re­
adjustments. The one salvation in 
the original selective service bill 
was a provision for deferment of 
college students until July first of 
the following year which would 
allow all of those in college at the 
time to finish out the school year. 
Although registration totals 
are not complete at this writing, 
it is now expected that shrinkage 
in enrollment of full time students 
will not be more than 5% of the 
figure for the fall semester of 
1941. 
In the meantime, educators be­
gan to draw upon their World War 
I experience. Then in 1916, there 
was instituted at practically every 
(Please  turn  to  page 19)  
Stockton Junior College Has New Administrator 
Dr. Arthur T. Bawden, formerly professor in the Pacific science 
department, has succeeded Dwayne Orton as President of Stockton 
Junior College. Orton has gone to Rochester, New York, in an executive 
capacity with the International Business Machine Corporation. 
Through years of departmental supervision and administration of 
the Junior College civilian pilot training unit now located at Carson City, 
Nevada, Bawden has well equipped himself for his new job. He is 
working for the fullest success of the unique educational experiment on 
the Pacific campus—an effective coordination of a public junior college 
and private upper division graduate institution. 
® ® @ 
Pacific Engineering Out for Duration 
With Professor Edward Gardner called first to a special Panama 
Canal project and later appointed to the University of California staff, 
and Professor Charles Gulick employed full time by the Stockton Junior 
College, engineering courses are discontinued during the war emergency 
in the upper division level on the Pacific campus. 
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Dean of the School of Education, 
Dr. J. William Harris has chosen to 
devote 32 years of continuous service 
to Pacific rather than to embrace 
greater personal opportunity in a field 
in which he is distinguished. His 
contribution to education must he 
measured in terms of the thousands 
of California youths who have been 
touched indirectly by his challenging 
mind, through the hundreds of Pa­
cific-trained teachers who have been 
inspired by him. 
His keen understanding of human 
behavior makes his a voice of au­
thority—one that the PACIFIC REVIEW 
is proud to bring to you as tran­




DR. J. W. HARRIS 
Along with the radio and news 
reports of air raids and battles, ship 
sinkings and bombings from the air, 
the listener or reader often is in­
formed of some soldier who has 
gone berserk and killed himself or 
his wife, of some draft dodger who 
cannot face the hard realities of life 
in time of war, of increasing juven­
ile delinquency, of increasing fric­
tion between husband and wife 
who are both working in defense 
industries and are having more 
money than ever before; and of 
every sort of minor and major mal­
adjustment that seem incident to 
the war situation in which we find 
ourselves. The intelligent person, 
facing these conditions especially 
in the civilian population, is at 
first tempted to say with a shrug, 
as was so often said in World War 
I, "C'est la guerre," and let it go at 
that, as if attaching a phrase, par­
ticularly a French one, to a dis­
tressing situation is explanation 
enough. 
But the intelligent person does 
not yield to that easy explanation 
and instead asks further questions 
—what is it in the background of 
the person who makes a maladjust­
ment to the war situation that 
causes the maladjustment, whether 
it be mere jitters or an attempt to 
escape from unpleasantness or a 
violent reaction of some undesir­
able sort? What is it in the back­
ground or constitution of others 
that enables them to meet the hard 
situation, calmly, sensibly and effi­
ciently? Are these differences be­
tween people altogether matters of 
native constitution or can a malad­
justed adult be taught to make an 
about-face in his reaction, and meet 
the situations on a higher level? 
And then perhaps such an intelli­
gent inquirer asks all the inevitable 
questions about children and the 
war—to what extent children shall 
be protected from any knowledge 
of it that might be disturbing to 
their young and tender nervous sys­
tems; what are the possible effects 
on children of actual air raids and 
bombings; and more particularly, 
what are the effects on children of 
the kinds of adults they associate 
with in the distressing circum­
stances that the war brings or may 
bring? 
To answer these and many other 
equally serious and pertinent ques­
tions, we justifiably call upon the 
mental hygienist or psychiatrist. 
And, we will find, he has answers 
that go far deeper and beyond the 
mere shrug and "c'est la guerre." 
He might speak learnedly in the 
technical terms of his science, and 
tell us about ego-centricity, condi­
tioned reflexes, the contagion of 
emotion, escape mechanisms, emo­
tional maturity, the development of 
the imagination, and especially he 
might learnedly discuss integration. 
But in the exigencies of an ac­
tual war situation one does not 
wish a learned disquisition on psy­
chology, unless the terms are ex­
plained in more everyday language 
and unless the abstract or everyday 
language is illustrated in concrete 
terms. If the scientist is skillful he 
will be able to do this for his lis­
tener or reader. For example, the 
principle of ego-centricity simply 
means self-centeredness, a charac­
teristic of the infant and the imma­
ture person, of whatever age, who 
faces every situation from a purely 
personal standpoint, and is unable 
to view a situation impersonally, 
or to identify himself with some­
thing bigger than himself, a cause 
worthy of much sacrifice or even 
of giving one's life for. A large 
group of war-psychoses or malad­
justments are found among persons 
who are, by long habit and train­
ing, essentially self-centered. They 
constitute the draft-dodgers and 
those who suffer unduly the strain 
of sacrifice or hardship, the hoard­
ers of commodities and those who 
do not take rationing in good part, 
even though they conform from 
fear of public or neighborhood dis­
approval. 
Then there's the "escape mech­
anism." This is the normal tenden­
cy of the immature to side-step the 
unpleasant, "to get away from it 
all," "to drown one's troubles in 
drink;" or in milder form it shows 
itself in the arguments to keep life 
as nearly "as usual" in war time, 
to have the same distractions, enter­
tainments, expenditures for lux­
uries. Even those good people who 
criticize preachers who bring any 
mention of the war into their Sun­
day sermons, and say, as many do, 
"Oh, we hear so much about the 
war all through the week that we 
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don't want to hear it mentioned on 
Sunday"—are to be suspected of 
giving way to an escape mechan­
ism. 
One of the very central doctrines 
of mental hygiene is that one of 
the best tests of normality and ma­
turity is the steady and courageous 
habit of facing reality whatever it 
may be. If we accept that doctrine, 
can we then blame any church for 
using its public ministry to help 
the laity to understand and inter­
pret a war against totalitarian gov­
ernments which are striking at the 
very roots of Christianity!5 Finally, 
it is certainly within the province 
of the mental hygienist to say, with 
all kindness and while admiring the 
sincerity and lofty courage of the 
conscientious objector, that even 
he is not taking a "realistic view" 
of the whole world situation. The 
reader himself will think of many 
more illustrations of unwholesome 
reactions toward the war or situa­
tions incident to the war, that prop­
erly come under the category of 
mechanisms of escape. 
When the mental hygienist uses 
the terms "conditioning" and "con­
ditioned reflexes" he is considering 
those facts of human experience 
whereby a substitute response is 
made to a given stimulus or a giv­
en response is attached to a substi­
tute stimulus. Such responses then 
follow the laws of habit. But there 
is such a thing as preventive con­
ditioning and also reconditioning. 
For example, an air raid and bomb­
ing constitute an adequate stimulus 
for the extremes of fear and terror, 
but if, for example, children can 
be pre-conditioned, as was suggest­
ed in Life magazine within the 
last year, by playing at bombings 
and air raids with their parents, told 
in advance what might happen and 
what to do and get some actual re-
Pacific Leader Lost 
The death of Dr. J. Edward Spoon, in San Jose, lost to California 
one of the finest young civic leaders among alumni of Pacific. Spoon was 
president of the class of '24 with which he graduated, was president of 
the student body and captained the last Pacific football team undefeated 
in collegiate competition. 
Practicing dentistry in San Jose since 1928, he had become deeply 
interested in city social development, actively associated with many 
fraternal and civic groups. In 1937, the Junior Chamber of Commerce 
elected him to receive the annual distinguished community service 
award, which carries with it the distinction of being San Jose's "Man of 
the Year." 
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hearsal in going to shelters with 
their parents, then if the stern 
reality actually comes, the children 
can be depended upon to cooperate 
intelligently or at least by habit 
with their parents or other adults, 
and the suffering for a whole fam­
ily may be greatly reduced. The 
numerous stories coming out of 
England of bravery and calmness 
during air raids, both on the part 
of adults and of children, are very 
encouraging and should point the 
way to us in our getting ready for 
the direst things that may happen. 
Closely associated with "condi­
tioning" is the phenomenon of 
"contagion of emotion." Children 
often suffer more of fright and ter­
ror from association with terror-
stricken parents than from the ac­
tual situations themselves; the same 
thing holds for the more prolonged 
emotions of anxiety and worry. 
Adults who are in any way asso­
ciated with children owe it to them­
selves and especially to the chil­
dren to meet hard and straining sit­
uations courageously and as calmly 
as possible. 
In war time especially it is fit­
ting to give our attention to two 
well known mental functions that 
represent no special terminology 
of the mental hygienist, nor any 
particular pattern for the interpre­
tation of conduct, but both func­
tions that the exigencies of war 
should challenge to the largest pos­
sible expression. I refer to imagina­
tion and clear and directed think­
ing. Some of us who may have 
traveled in England find that the 
war news from that country effects 
us more poignantly and vividly 
than does the account of slaughter 
and rapine in Russia and China, 
where we have never been. 
This is easily understandable by 
ordinary principles of psychology, 
but certainly as intelligent citizens 
of the modern world and as sincere 
Christians we should train our im­
aginations so that we may feel the 
slaughter of a thousand Chinese 
almost if not quite as keenly as 
we do that of a thousand English­
men or Americans including, per­
haps, our fellow townsmen. Some 
of us remember that an eminent 
English educator wrote a few years 
ago that one of the criteria of being 
a well-educated person is sensitiv­
ity to human suffering anywhere in 
the world. And such a sensitivity 
can give us a perspective on our 
smaller troubles and sacrifices here 
in America that makes them more 
easily endurable. Truly, a trained 
imagination can make a large con­
tribution to sanity in a world 
troubled as never before. 
And what about clear thinking 
and persistent study of the prob­
lems that confront the nations? 
Mrs. Roosevelt's advice a few weeks 
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ago to a body of youth who were 
clamoring for a "second front" in 
Europe was particularly sane and 
timely. After asking them a few 
searching questions about their 
knowledge of the problems in­
volved in such an undertaking, the 
problems of shipping and supply­
ing an army on the continent, she 
then urged them to devote them­
selves not to demanding something o O 
that seemed to them good, but rath­
er to the hard study of the problems 
involved in the thing they wish 
done, or at least to recognize that 
tremendous problems are involved 
and that the military and naval 
leaders are grappling seriously with 
them. The same kind of advice 
might well be given to the average 
intelligent adult citizen, to study 
and possible outcomes, not as some 
glorified chess game of embattled 
empires or a magnified sporting 
event, but as the most challenging 
set of problems that human intel­
lect has ever had to face. The many 
books that the war is bringing forth, 
the more thoughtful journal articles 
in high-class magazines, and the 
habitual listening to the radio com­
mentators who not only chronicle 
the news, but interpret the situa­
tions—all of these should challenge 
the man or woman who would be 
a real citizen of the modern world; 
and, incidentally, such well direct­
ed thinking and studying will help 
to save one from the disturbing up­
sets that afflict so many bewildered 
persons. Even the effort to under­
stand can save one from much be­
wilderment. 
For twenty years and more the 
science of mental hygiene has been 
stressing the concept of emotional 
maturity, and much of psychology 
as applied to counselling youth and 
adults is concerned with develop­
ing the concept of an adult point of 
view, and making that seem desir-
able, and then using all the devices 
known to the art of applied psychol­
ogy to help achieve that great desid­
eratum. When is a person emotion­
ally mature, and what are his char­
acteristics? 
Here are a few of the rubrics un­
der which the degree of emotional 
grown-upness are often considered 
—an ability to endure suffering or 
strain without complaint or self-
pity; the ability to "go it alone" and 
accept responsibility for one's own 
life; the ability to meet situations 
impersonally and to identify one­
self and one's effort with something 
or some cause larger than himself or 
his own personal concerns; the abil­
ity to put forth sustained effort, to 
plan for the future of oneself or 
the institutions with which he iden­
tifies himself and to make the pres­
ent efforts contribute toward the 
realization of that future. (You 
may remember that Count Korzyb-
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ski says that man is essentially a 
"time-binding" animal.) Under any 
or all of these rubrics one's reactions 
in war situations may be consid­
ered, but space does not permit our 
being more specific here. Of course, 
it is almost trite to say that the 
more mature one is the more rea­
sonable the attitude and the more 
stable the manner in which he can 
meet the war situations. Again it 
is so obvious as scarcely to need re­
iteration that the less mature by 
association with the mature can, 
though it does not necessarily al­
ways follow, learn the ways of ma­
turity. 
The final word is "integration." 
Integration means the achievement 
of "wholeness." In functional terms 
it means the focussing of all one's 
energies around a common center, 
or the directing of all one's energies 
toward a common end—the avoid­
ance of inner or personal conflict, 
or vacfllating or changing moods 
and interests. On the intellectual 
side it means the long perspective, 
and the planning of various smaller 
activities so that they form a consist­
ent pattern indicating a worthy 
goal. Whole volumes have been 
written on the subject of integra­
tion and lengthy essays with mani­
fold illustrations are yearly present­
ed to classes in mental hygiene on 
this subject; but for our present 
purpose in an effort to bring this 
concept to bear upon the mental 
hygiene of people at war, it simply 
means that the most sanifying way 
of life at the present is one in which 
we integrate all our thinking and 
acting, our study of inflation and 
taxation, all our decisions as to 
spending time or money or effort, 
our war work of whatever kind, sal­
vage drives or special jobs, our 
economizing for helping the war 
effort, all our controlled emotions, 
in fact the whole ordering of our 
lives in terms of the victory of dem­
ocracy and Christianity over totali­
tarianism and a barbarous pagan­
ism, and the achievement of a 
world order where, 
"Man to man, the world o'er, 
shall brothers be for a' that," as 
Bobby Burns envisioned long ago, 
and as John Addington Symonds 
more recently wrote: 
"These things shall be: a loftier 
race 
Than e'er the world hath known 
shall rise 
With flame of freedom in their 
souls 
And light of knowledge in their 
eyer " 





CRITTENDEN. Bradford S. Crit­
tenden '03 has been re-elected as state 
senator for another term. 
1923 
CURTIS. Dwight Curtis '23, former 
principal at Templeton High School 
now is a staff director of the U.S.O. in 
Hanford. 
1925 
TREASTER. Lillian Clark Treaster 
'25 was the author of an article in The 
Grade Teacher for the May issue en­
titled "Our Diary Chart, A Plan for 
Meaningful Reading." 
1927 
WOOD. Maurice "Rube" Wood '27, 
ex-Tiger star, is now head coach at Lodi 
High School. 
1928 
PEARCE. Barthol W. Pearce '28, 
history and applied science instructor 
at Sonora High School for the last 
eight years, has resigned to continue in 
defense work at the Chemurigical Com­
pany plant in Richmond. 
TRUMAN. Lloyd Truman '28 has 
been acting as director of Education for 
the Oakland Defense Council. 
1929 
CAMPBELL. Paul S. Campbell '29, 
Y.M.C.A. Secretary at Eureka for the 
past seven years was given a civic fare­
well there prior to his assuming new 
duties at the Portland, Oregon, Asso­
ciation. 
1930 
CARPENTER. Mr. and Mrs. Hoyle 
Carpenter '30 (Lois Beall x'38) left 
Stockton for Hays, Kansas, where he is 
to teach in the music department of the 
state college. 
1931 
HUMPHREYS. John R. Humphreys 
'31, head of Humphrey's School of Bus­
iness and member of the Stockton Board 
of Education, has received the degree, 
doctor of education from Stanford Uni­
versity. His dissertation was on "Doc­
tors in Public School Education." 
ROBERTS. Junius Roberts '31 is 
now office manager of the Blue Ribbon-
Cloverleaf Dairies in Stockton. 
ROGERS. Ronald Rogers x'31 is 
manager of the Fort Bragg office of the 
U.S. Employment Service. 
1932 
SPOONER. Fred K. Spooner '32, 
Vice-principal of the Hazelton School in 
Stockton, has been acting as Co-ordin-
ator of the Stockton public schools labor 
placement program during the summer. 
1934 
CANON. Naomi Canon '34 has re­
tired from active teaching in the Sacra­
mento schools and has established a 
gift shop at her home at 3322 L Street, 
Sacramento. 
LEE. Lim P. Lee '34 has been acting 
as coordinator of Disaster Relief of the 
Chinatown area in San Francisco. 
1937 
JOHNSTONE. Geraldine Patton 
Johnstone '37 returns to teaching in 
the Stockton elementary schools as her 
husband is in the U.S. Air Corps. 
MALONE. Edwin Malone '37 has 
assumed the pastorate of the Los Mal-
inas Methodist Church. 
WARD. Claude Ward x'37 has been 
named assistant director of the Loring 
Male Chorus of San Francisco. He re­
cently directed a radio network appear­
ance of the group. 
(Please turn to page 26) 
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Zecture Series 
The most brilliant parade of platform personalities yet to appear on the rostrum 
in Stockton has been billed for the 1942-43 lecture season at Pacific. Dean Fred 
L. Farley and his committee proudly announce lecture appearances by Ilka Chase, 
Erika Mann, Chauncey Leake and Ogden Nash. 
Admission: $1.10 for the entire series of four lectures, students 85c. Single 
admissions: General 60c, students 40c. (All prices include tax.} 
October 7, Wednesday 
ILKA CHASE, scintillating commedienne, novelist, radio artist, speaking on "The 
Psychology of Being a Woman." Pacific Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. 
November 4, Wednesday 
ERIKA MANN, distinguished author, actress and foreign correspondent; daugh­
ter of the famous Thomas Mann, speaking on "Will There Be a Revolution in 
Germany?" Pacific Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. 
DR. CHAUNCEY LEAKE, noted young American scientist will speak February 
18 on "Medical Science Goes to War." 
OGDEN NASH, America's unique poet, editor and entertainer, concludes the 
series with his ingenious lecture, "Humor as a Fire Escape." 
Sootball 
Follow the "combined show," College of Pacific and Stockton Junior College foot­
ball strength, coached by Amos Alonzo Stagg and Larry Siemering. All home 
games, listed below, at 3:00 p.m. in Baxter Stadium. 
October 10, Saturday 
PACIFIC vs. CALIFORNIA RAMBLERS 
Admission: General 75c, students and service men 40c, children 25c (Taxes 
included). 
October 31, Saturday 
PACIFIC vs. FRESNO STATE 
The football classic of the San Joaquin Valley! Pacific Homecoming Game. 
Admission: General $1.25, students and service men 50c, children 30c (Taxes 
included). 
November 11, Wednesday 
PACIFIC vs. UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 
Admission: General 75c, students and service men 40c, children 25c (Taxes 
included). 
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College of the Pacific and Stockton Junior College 
Calendar for October and November 
ILKA CHASE 
Pacific Cittlc Zkedtrc 
Opening its 19th season of production in Stockton, Little Theatre players under 
direction of DeMarcus Brown stage the first California non-professional production 
of an exciting new play from the London and New York stage. 
October 30 and 31, Friday and Saturday 
November 6 and 7, Friday and Saturday 
THE HEART OF A CITY, thrilling, action filled story of back-stage life played 
against a war "hack-drop." 
Nightly on the above dates at 8:30 o'clock in Pacific Auditorium. 
ADMISSION: Orchestra $1:10, dress circle 83c, balcony 55c. Mail orders now! 
RESERVATIONS by telephone beginning Friday, October 16. Dial 2-8676, 
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
SAVE WITH THEATRE SEASON SCRIPT. 
AMOS A. STAGG LARRY SIEMERING 
Conservatory 
A series of recitals featuring artists of the Conservatory Faculty will usher in the 
1942-43 Conservatory Music Season. These concerts are open to the public without 
admission charge. 
October 6, Tuesday 
In concert Professor EARL OLIVER, baritone, Pacific Auditorium at 8:15 o'clock. 
This concert marks the premier Pacific recital of the newest member of the 
Conservatory voice staff. Several years of Opera singing in Europe, New York 
Town Hall engagements and feature broadcasts are a part of the musical back­
ground of Professor Oliver's notable singing career. 
October 20, Tuesday 
Second Conservatory Faculty Recital featuring Dean John Gilchrist Elliott, pianist, 
and Horace I. Brown, violinist, in Pacific Auditorium at 8:15 o'clock. 
PACIFIC SPf TS 
.-:wc .; 
« - - . 
. it-r 
At this writing a squad of 65 
football aspirants representing a 
merger of College of Pacific and 
Stockton Junior College grid 
strength is going through final 
preparations to kick the lid off the 
Coast football season for '42. 
Whether the combined show, en­
gineered by Amos Alonzo Stagg 
with the assistance of Larry Siemer-
ing, can hold the almost fantast­
ic strength of the United States 
Naw Pre-flight "Airdevils" you 
will already know by way of the 
press. 
C i 
Fusion of the two local football 
teams will result in a much better 
sports front for all Pacific Student 
Association members. Unfortunate­
ly, with only ten working days to 
prepare for Coach Tex Oliver and 
his service team, studded with 
former professionals and college 
"All-American" players, the Pacific 
coaches cannot possibly capitalize 
on all of the potential strength of 
the new squad for the opening 
games. But by the time the Tigers 
tackle their traditional college ri-
(Please turn to -page 30) 
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college the S.A.T.C. or Student 
Army Training Corps, facetiously 
called by some "Safe At Their Col­
lege." Students were organized 
under a regular officer of the 
United States Army and in addi­
tion to a modified class schedule, 
spent much time in military train­
ing. The men lived in dormitories, 
transformed into barracks under 
Army rules and discipline, and re­
ceived the pay of privates. College 
training was free. After gradua­
tion the men were moved into Of­
ficer's Training Camps. Inasmuch 
as America was in the war only 
two years the plan did not last long 
enough for its good and bad points 
to be evaluated with fairness. How­
ever, after the Armistice was 
signed, those close to this program 
were critical of it, saying that the 
level of the academic life of the 
college was lowered and there were 
serious questions as to how effective 
the military instruction really was. 
Most educators went on record as 
opposing such a plan again. The 
best one can say is that it was a 
plan of sustaining a flow of officer 
material, and this was a highly im­
portant consideration. However, 
the plan did keep enough men in 
college to cause a minimum of dis­
ruption and keep the institutions 
from becoming girls' schools. 
It was natural, therefore, to think 
of a modification of the S.A.T.C. 
as World War II approached, in 
order to keep the colleges intact. 
Several important educational con­
ferences were held and a new plan 
as an improvement on the S.A.T.C. 
was submitted to the War Depart­
ment. That body emphatically 
stated that no new military units 
were to be established on campuses 
where none existed now because, 
mainly, of a shortage of trained of­
ficers; all available ones were 
needed in the rapidly expanding 
army camps over the nation. Pa­
cific was ready, by a vote of its 
Board of Trustees, to forsake its 
traditional policy of no military 
training and institute a military 
unit on the campus but it did not 
become necessary. 
Pacific anxiously awaited regis­
tration in the Fall of 1941 and was 
pleased to find more students en­
rolling than at any time since drop­
ping the lower division classes in 
1936. Most of the students at the 
time frankly stated that they 
wanted to take as much work to­
ward a degree as fast as they could. 
They knew that as soon as they 
were called for training that the 
odds would be against their re­
turning to school. In fact, statistics 
show that most of those who drop 
out of college for one reason or 
another never return, however good 
their intentions. 
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On December seventh came 
Pearl Harbor. There was no play­
ing at war for America any longer. 
Draft boards began to take one 
Pacific boy after another. Defer­
ment could usually be arranged for 
a student in good standing until 
the end of the semester but it was 
not so easy now. Boards had to 
supply their quotas and they did it. 
About this time, along came the 
United States Navy with a brand 
new idea designed to appeal to col­
lege students. There were three 
classifications: VT, V-5 and V-7 
announced. The idea was to siphon 
off the best officer material avail­
able as apprentice seamen on a re­
serve status in V-l. They had to 
make good scholastically or be 
picked up immediately and put in­
to a middy. At the end of a year 
and a half of college the V-l stu­
dents get a qualifying examination 
and if they pass they move on into 
V-5, naval aviation and immediate 
service, or V-7 and two more years 
of college as preparation for deck 
or engineering officers. Coast Guard 
deferment candidates later entered 
through the V-7 plan. With all 
the warships built and to be built 
in the future one can easily see that 
it is wise for the Navy to look ahead 
and have a constant flow of officer 
material from the American col­
leges. 
This was the first plan which 
c 
held out deferment for more col­
lege work and, needless to say, there 
was a mad rush on the part of 
qualified students to join the pro­
gram. Those who were physicially 
and mentally qualified were signed 
up and this group represented the 
"cream of the crop" in many 
schools. 
Not long after the Navy deferred 
plan was in action, the Marine 
Corps decided to introduce a de­
ferred plan also. The Marines 
frankly admitted that they wanted 
their share of good men, too, and 
as an added inducement to defer­
ment allowed a choice of several 
divisions to the student, who felt 
that here he could select a field 
that he liked. A large number who 
had not yet moved in on the Navy 
plan, joined the Marines. 
Frankly, on its own admission, 
the Army did not like to take what 
was left after the Navy and Ma­
rines had skimmed off the cream. 
The Army was never enthusiastic 
about deferring College students, 
declaring it undemocratic. In this, 
their hand was forced. So, out 
came the Army Air Corps with a 
College deferred program, the only 
requirement after acceptance be­
ing to maintain oneself in college. 
The latest reserve plan was an­
nounced last Spring by the Army 
and was called the Enlisted Reserve 
Corps. This allowed a certain quota 
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of men to be recommended by the 
liaison officer on the campus, men 
who had the physical, mental, and 
moral qualities to be officer ma­
terial. A candidate, once accepted, 
may later choose the branch of the 
Army most appealing to him and 
upon graduation be in line for of­
ficer's candidate school. 
It does not take one long to see 
that competition between the vari­
ous branches of the service for re­
cruiting became intense. Each one 
tried to put up the best front with 
personal appearances, literature, 
motion pictures, etc. One branch 
would openly criticize another be­
fore civilians for getting in an espe­
cially good stroke on the college 
plan. Finally, to correct this evil, a 
joint procurement plan was worked 
out, and announced, whereby rep­
resentatives of all branches of the 
service would appear on the campus 
on the same date, when each, be­
fore an assembly of the men stu­
dents, would have fifteen minutes 
to present his branch of the service. 
The party would not do actual re­
cruiting that day but would leave 
interested students with a period 
of approximately three weeks to 
think things over and discuss things 
among themselves as well as direct 
questions to the campus liaison 
agent of the combined services. 
Are You Too Busy 
TO THINK About Tomorrow? 
Many a father who sincerely loves his family is blinded by 
the confusion of today to the problems which tomorrow will 
surely bring. Yet the time to solve those problems is now. 
Consult your Life Insurance man today. 
The Northwestern Mutual Life 
Insurance Company 
of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
J. H. KEMP, Genera! Agent and Associates 
312-317 Elks Bldg. 
Dial 2-4261 Stockton, Calif. 
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Three weeks later the same party 
would return to the campus, aided 
by doctors and assistants, and act­
ually go through the enlisting pro­
cess. These parties visited the Pa­
cific campus for the first time this 
fall. 
All of the above mentioned plans 
are qualified with the reservation 
that reservists can be called up if 
exigencies of the service demand it. 
Already Secretary Stimson has an­
nounced that those in the Air Corps 
and Enlisted Reserve programs can­
not expect to stay in college longer 
than the conclusion of the fall sem­
ester if they have reached draft 
age. This created a bomb-shell re­
action inasmuch as the plan had 
just begun to operate. Apparently 
the Army feels that the need for 
officer material is so great that no 
more deferment is advisable. 
The expanding of these reserve 
programs might be the beginning 
of a larger idea for the future. It 
is my opinion that ultimately every­
one, and I mean everyone, will be 
enrolled on a reserve status in a 
good many things necessary for the 
functioning of modern society, and 
called upon when needed. These 
reserve pools could include the 
skilled in public health, sanitation, 
social work, and related fields. It 
would be a form of regimentation 
but for different purposes than 
those imposed in a fascist economy. 
Students privileged to stay in col­
lege under these programs are there 
"on borrowed time." They are not 
"draft - dodging," because all who 
are in school this fall, for instance, 
will be forced to take telescoped 
courses designed for war. If they 
are not successful scholastically, 
they wind up as privates or seamen. 
They are educating themselves at 
their own expense. The armed serv­
ices are pleased because they say 
they will get the men sooner or 
later, anyway. Manpowerman Paul 
V. McNutt recently told an edu­
cational institute, "There is no ex­
cuse for any young man or woman 
to be in college preparing for any 
profession not directly useful to the 
war effort." Lt. Gen. Somervell ev­
en went so far as to say that "every 
classroom is to be a citadel. There 
must be an opportunity for every 
youth to equip himself for a place 
in winning the war. You must do 
this regardless of cost, time, incon­
venience, the temporary sidetrack­
ing of non-war objectives or even 
the temporary scrapping of peace­
time courses." 
To cooperate in all of this one 
finds the College of the Pacific 
ready. Physical education has been 
placed on a four day per week 
schedule instead of two; mathe­
matics, physics and scientific cours­
es generally have been revised to 
fit new needs. Business administra-
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Yes, in these, and many more 
ways, Pacific is answering our coun­
try's call to aid in the drive for vic­
tory. We want to know all the 
time how to be more effective. If, 
at the same time, we can give 
some of the humanities, we are 
helping train future leaders in the 
immeasurably larger job of recon­
struction after victory. 
Pacific will weather the storm. 
This is the fourth war she has gone 
through and her demonstrated pow­
ers of adjustment to changing con­
ditions will sustain her again. 
in all its varieties 
INSURANCE 
in all its forms 
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tion officers have in mind the her­
culean work of ordnance depots 
and supply centers. Even English is 
taught with the knowledge that 
many present-day officers are not 
able to speak or write commands in 
a clear and understandable manner. 
As was mentioned before, the 
liberal arts colleges are teaching 
the humanities in an era of inhu­
manity. Enrollments are expected 
to drop. There are rumors of a gov­
ernment plan to help colleges, not 
with money paid in the form of di­
rect subsidies, but more likely in 
the form of payments for services 
rendered. Men who are of college 
caliber probably will be sent to the 
classroom at government expense. 
The details of the plan are expect­
ed to be announced sometime be­
fore the end of the year. 
New Alumni Officers 
Clarence Royce '28, principal-
elect of the Oakdale High School, 
was unanimously chosen president 
of the Pacific Alumni Association 
at the June meeting of the Associa­
tion. Royce has been a member of 
the Alumni Council for three years. 
Elected to serve with him was 
Chrissie Woolcock Collins '28 of 
Turlock as Vice-President and Har­
old Cunningham '25 of Richmond 
and Howard Christman '28 of Mo­
desto as members of the Council 
for a period of three years. By the 
terms of the constitution, the re­
tiring president, Charles Seger-
strom Jr., also takes up a three-
year term on the Council. 
REAL ESTATE 
(Continued from •page 1) 
WARREN. Neil Warren '25 is a 
member of the psychological research 
unit No. 3 of the Air Force Replace­
ment Training Center, Santa Ana. 
ABBOTT. Frederick Abbott, lieu­
tenant in the Army Air Corps, gradu­
ated from Stockton Field. 
RANDALL. Rodney Randall, lieu­
tenant in the Army Air Corps, gradu­
ated from Stockton Field. 
KEESHAN. Thomas Keeshan, lieu­
tenant in the Army Air Corps, gradu­
ated from Stockton Field. 
PECKLER. E. J. Peckler, private in 
the United States Army at the Presidio 
of Monterey. 
HAWKINS. Edmund L. Hawkins, 
private in the United States Army at 
the Presidio of Monterey. 
WHITNEY. Preston Whitney, pri­
vate in the United States Army at the 
Presidio of Monterey. 
STEIN. Hans Stein, private in the 
United States Army, stationed at Fort 
Ord, California. 
RAMSEY. William Ramsey, private 
in the United States Army, stationed 
at the Presidio of Monterey. 
HALLMARK. Minnett Hallmark is 
in Navy Intelligence. 
LEONHART. Clayton Leonhart is 
is in the Army Air Force. 
BRANCH. Robert E. Branch, pri­
vate in the United States Army at the 
Presidio of Monterey. 
HARK1NS. Allan Harkins, private 
in the United States Army at the Pre­
sidio of Monterey. 
SAWREY. Leonard Edward Sawrey 
completed his flight training at Jackson­
ville, Florida, and was commissioned 
ensign in the Naval Reserve. 
LOCKEY. Stan Lockey, commis­
sioned as a lieutenant, junior grade, in 
the United States Navy is stationed in 
the Great Lakes region. 
TREASTER. Bernard Treaster '29 
is a chaplain in the Army stationed at 
March Field, Riverside, California. 
STOW. Phil Stow, apprentice sea­
man in the Navy is stationed at San 
Diego. 
FRIEND. Jack Friend is an aviation 
cadet at Minter Field, Bakersfield. 
FRANCIS. "Doc" Ralph Francis fin­
ished his naval training course at An­
napolis and is now stationed at Pensa-
cola, Florida, as a lieutenant, junior 
grade. 
BIDDICK. William Biddick, ensign 
in the Navy, is an assistant paymaster 
at Harvard. 
PARKER. Ed Parker, ensign in the 
Navy is an instructor at Corpus Chris-
ti, Texas. 
O'DALE. Lehman O'Dale is an in­
structor in the Navy at Long Beach. 
SAVAGE. Elliott Savage '35 is com­
munications officer on one of the Unit­
ed States Navy's aircraft carriers. 
CECH1NI. John Cechini '36 was 
recently inducted into the Army. 
DOW. Les Dow '41 is a cadet in the 
naval air training school at St. Mary's. 
BOTTARINI. Charles A. Bottarini 
has received a commission as lieuten­
ant in the Navy and is at the naval 
training school at Newport, R. I. 
MACDONALD. Charles Alfred 
Macdonald, Jr., was recently promoted 
to the rank of ensign in the Naval Re­
serve and is assigned to the 12th Naval 
District. 
KIRKMAN. William R. Kirkman, 
in the United States Marines, is now 
in training at the San Diego base. 
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DUNLAP. Carter W. Dunlap, en­
sign in the U.S.N.R. is now at Cornell 
University. 
VANCE. Duane P. Vance is in the 
the Marine Corps Officers' Training 
School at Quantico, Va. 
BECKWITH. Wade Beckwith, ser­
geant, has just graduated from the A. 
A. F. Glider School at Lubbock, Tex-
PiOBERTS. William F. Roberts, ca­
det in the Army Air Corps is taking bas­
ic training at Randolph Field. 
TODD. First Lieutenant Robert M. 
Todd has been asigned to duty at the 
new Army Air Force's Flexible Gun­
nery School at Fort Myers, Fla. 
BARTH. Margaret Barth of the Wo­
men's Army Auxiliary Corps is taking 
officer training in Des Moines, Iowa. 
Pacificites Advance in Education Field 
Clarence Royce '28 sometimes gave classmate Harold Chastain a 
bit of a kicking around when both were members of the Pacific football 
varsity. Now both are school administrators. Recently Royse kicked 
classmate Chastain upstairs to the principalship and district superinten-
dency of the Placer Junior College at Auburn, and took over Chastain's 
former position, as principal of the Oakdale High School. 
Royce has also taken over another job formerly held by Chastain— 
presidency of the Pacific Alumni Association. 
Little Theatre Star Hits 
Screen Success 
The name is Ann Summers — 
"Toni" Rifberg to Pacific Alumni 
who went to college along with 
Hollywood's newest feminine star. 
RKO talent scout, Julius Evans, 
took his first look at Ann on invi­
tation of Little Theatre director De 
Marcus Brown when she teamed 
with Bud Meyers in a dance fea­
ture for "Step n' High," original 
Harold Rogers' musical staged by 
Brown. 
Evans went back to Hollywood 
and told the press he had discov­
ered a "combination of ITedy La-
marr, Deanna Durbin and Ginger 
Rogers." Three years of prepar­
ation and testing have passed, Ann 
Summers holds a seven-year screen 
contract, is identified as Tim Holt's 
leading woman. Once known as 
the "most dated girl on the Pacific 
campus," Toni—we beg your par­
don—Ann, has also announced her 
plan to wed Cadet Richard Strong. 
Strong is also a former Pacific 
Little Theatre player remembered 
for such roles as Armand in "Ca-
mille," and the title part in "Boli­
var." In college days, the young ac­
tor, who has since been seen in 
Hollywood "bits," was Richard 
Mirski. 
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COLLEGE BOOKSTORE 
Serves Pocific Students Doily 
On the Campus 
Official information always available about any text book 
used in any department at the College of Pacific 
Renew your old college studies 
by reading the new texts 
Also 
College Jewelry, Stationery, Stickers and Novelties 
WM. E. MORRIS '32 
also elected to membership in Sigma 
Xi, honorary science fraternity. 
1941 
DUR.HAM.  Charles Durham '41 is a 
foreman in the Clyde Wood shipbuild-
ing yards at Stockton. 
FERGUSON.  Jean Ferguson '41, 
former teacher in the Albany elementary 
schools, now is employed in the labor­
atories of the Standard Oil Co. at Rich­
mond. 
HALL.  Helen Hall '41 is now on 
the staff of the Y.W.C.A. in Sacramento 
as a Program Secretary. 
1942 
LEE.  Margaret L. Lee '42, P.S.A. 
Secretary, is now on the staff of Radio 
KWG in Stockton. 
MALCOLMSON.  Oliver Malcolm-
son x'42 is now employed in the Engin­
eering Department of the Douglas Air­
craft Company in Long Beach. 
STARK.  Ethel Stark '42 is a staff 
secretary at the U.S. Government Ware­
houses at Lathrop, California. 
TAYLOR.  Betty Taylor '42 is em­
ployed in the traffic department of the 
Vultee Aircraft Corporation at Downey. 
(Continued from -page 14) 
1938 
BROWN.  Virginia Watkins Brown 
x'38 with her husband, Rev. W. Dan 
Brown, moves from Oxnard to the 
Trinity Episcopal Church, 650 N. Ber-
evdo, Los Angeles. 
1939 
SMITH.  Lora Childs Smith '39 has 
accepted a position as a secretary at the 
office of the American Bridge Company 
in San Francisco. 
1940 
ALVORD.  Eric Alvord x'40 is now 
connected with the Pan American Air­
ways System with headquarters at 
Treasure Island. 
CHRISTIAN.  Verda Lou Christian 
'40 is a social director on the United 
Service Organization staff in Stockton. 
HANCOCK.  Doris Hancock '40, 
star Pacific debater and instructor at 
Lodi High School has accepted an assist-
antship in Speech in the Speech Clinic 
at the University of Michigan. 
JONTE.  Haworth Jonte '40 received 
the Master of Science degree in June 












SANGUINETT1 - DE ARPJETA. 
Gladys Sanguinetti '40 and John de 
Arrieta '40 in Oakland in August, 1942. 
LUND, Catherine Lund '39 to Wil­
liam A. Spooner on May 11, 1942. 
LADDON-SHEPARD. Barbara Lad-
don '42 to William Shepard x'42 on 
May 20, 1942. 
BRIGGS. Hamilton Briggs '41 to 
Mary Elizabeth Douglas of Washington, 
D.C. in May, 1942. 
FAY. Edward Fay Jr. '42 to Joan De 
Martini in Stockton on June 14, 1942. 
LONG. Lois Long '42 to Lt. Richard 
Curley on July 17, 1942, in Stockton. 
SAPIRO. Norma Lillian Brown to 
Herman Sapiro '40 in Carson City, Ne­
vada, on June 20, 1942. 
ROWE. Catherine Rowe x'34 to 
James Robertson in Stockton on July 
1, 1942. 
GUERNSEY. Doris Guernsey '42 to 
Lt. H. N. Crecelius on July 19, 1942 in 
Stockton. 
VOLPI. Roy A. Volpi '41 to Marie 
Calli on August 3, 1942. 
MORRIS. Virginia Morris x'36 to 
Sgt. V. E. Holden in Stockton on Aug­
ust 3, 1942. 
CAMPBELL. Barbara Lee Campbell 
x'37 to Lt. Richard Mitchell in Septem­
ber, 1942. 
Marriages 
WILLIAMSON-LYNCH. M i m a  
Williamson '35, to William Lynch '37, 
in Carson City, Nevada, on May 13, 
1942. 
GREY-LAMB. Jane Grey '42, to 
Norman Lamb '41, in Stockton on July 
12, 1942. 
COTTER. Thomas Cotter '33 to 
Georgie Elizabeth Miner on May 16, 
1942, in Galesburg, Illinois. 
VAN HELLEN. Louise Van Hel-
len '31 to Howard Anderson on April 
12, 1942, in Monrovia, California. 
SPRAGUE. Kenneth Ferguson to 
June Sprague '42, June 6, 1942, in Car­
son City, Nevada. 
GHOLZ-McKAIG. Charles Edwin 
Gholz '39 and Florence McKaig '43, on 
August 16, 1942, in Bakersfield, Cali­
fornia. 
MALCOLMSON-VAN LOBEN 
SELS. Oliver Malcolmson 'x42 and 
Ingebord van Loben Sels '40, on May 
1, 1942 in Santa Monica, California. 
NOBLE-NICHOLS. Dr. Alden No­
ble and Marie Nichols '38 in July, 
1942. 
PURSEL-ARNOT. Frank Pursel, 
Jr. '41, and Jean Arnot '41, at Foster 
Field, Victoria, Texas on August 5, 
1942. 
TILSON. Jerre Tilson '40, to Pa­
tricia McAllister in Washington, D. C. 
"Halloween" Homecoming for '42 
The annual Pacific Homecoming Day is set for Saturday, October 
31. Complete plans for the event are not yet ready for announcement 
but will be built around the valley football classic, Pacific versus Fresno 
State College, a feature Pacific Little Theatre production, and fraternal 
reunions. 
FL1CKENGER. Betty Flickinger 
'40, to B. F. Clark. 
VINES. Florence May Vines 'x45, 
to Frederick H. Johnston in Las Vegas, 
Nevada, on April 25, 1942. 
ERASER-EVANS. Bessie Fraser 
'x38, to Wilfred FL Evans in Gardner-
ville, Nevada in May, 1942. 
GR1MSHAW. Phyllis Grimshaw 
'42, to Barre Stephens in Stockton on 
June 13, 1942. 
DANIELS. Barbara Daniels 'x43, 
to Raymond C. Olson in Stockton on 
May 31, 1942. 
REYNOLDS. Margaret Genevieve 
Reynolds 'x40, to Clarence A. Peter­
son on May 24, 1942, in Stockton. 
SMITH. Georgia Smith '26, to Lt. 
Col. Roland E. Doan in Washington, 
D. C., on May 18, 1942. 
KEMP-NELSON. Harry E. Kemp 
'x39 to Irene Nelson in Carson City, 
Nevada, on May 30, 1942. 
COONEY. Robert J. Cooney '41, to 
Mary Virginia Hinkle in May, 1942. 
PARSONS-FELLERS. Polly Par­
sons '41, to Donald Fellers '43, in Stock­
ton on June 12, 1942. 
LAS ELL. Lois Lasell '41 to Albert 
C. Freitas in Stockton on June 13, 1942. 
JESSUP. Dorothy Comer to Charles 
Jessup 'x41 in Stockton on June 14, 
1942. 
MANUEL. Raymonde Manuel '37 
to Raymond T. McGurk, Jr., in Stock­
ton on June 18, 1942. 
McBRIDE. John D. McBride 'x40 
to Evelyn Brown in Reno, Nevada on 
June 16, 1942. 
FORD. Lewis Ford '41, to Ruth 
West in Stockton on July 17, 1942. 
COLLINS. Daryl Collins 'x42 to 
Violet Roach on June 17, 1942, at Co­
lumbus, Ohio. 
DONAVAN. Margarett Donavan 
'x43 to Lt. LeRoy M. Donner in Stock­
ton on July 12, 1942. 
DURHAM. Charles Durham '41 to 
Lucille Mcintosh in Stockton in July, 
1942. 
HAMBLET. Dorothea Hamblet 'x43 
to Lt. Robert Hawley in Reno, Nevada, 
on July 19, 1942. 
TRUEX. Wendell Truex '36 to 
Marjorie Thatcher '44 in Gardnerville, 
Nevada on July 29, 1942. 
AHERN. Sara Frances Ahem '43 
to Lt. Wayne T. Seward in Stockton 
on August 16, 1942. 
FITZGERALD. Betty Fitzgerald 
'x44 to Joseph K. Newfield, Jr., in 
Stockton on August 16, 1942. 
PETERSON. Elva Peterson '36 to 
Robert Callow Jr. in Stockton on Aug­
ust 23, 1942. 
WATSON. Marjorie Watson '43 
to Norman Herkenham in Lodi on 
August 23, 1942. 
LOOMIS. Richard Loomis '41 to 
Margaret Kathleen Sheppard in Berke­
ley on August 29, 1942. 
VAN HELLEN. Louise Van Hel-
len '31 to Howard E. Anderson at Mon­
rovia, California on April 12, 1942. 
ESPLEN. Nadine Esplen 'x42 to 
Howard L. Johnson in Stockton on Sep­
tember 8, 1942. 
© • ® 
Births 
CRUMMEY. To Mr. and Mrs. Clif­
ford Crummey '35, a daughter, named 
Janet Sheldon, in San Rafael on June 
2, 1942. 
WARD. To Mr. and Mrs. Claude 
Ward '41 a son in San Francisco, Jan­
uary 9, 1942, named David Lee. 
MORGENSON. To Mr. and Mrs. 
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Dana Morgenson (Esther Edwards '31) 
a son in Stockton on May 21, 1942. 
MANN. To Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 
Mann (Jean Strong '41) a son, Thomas 
Thayer, in Stockton on May 29, 1942. 
BLEWETT. To Mr. and Mrs. 
Stephen Blewett '38, a son in Pasa­
dena on May 9, 1942. 
PERR1N. To Mr. and Mrs. Jules 
Perrin '40 a daughter in Hughson on 
May 6, 1942. 
McGLOTHEN. To Mr. and Mrs. 
Ray McGlothen '35, a son, James Ben­
jamin, on May 3, 1942. 
WARMER. To Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles Warmer '36, a daughter, Nancy 
Anne, in Stockton, July 5, 1942. 
DENNY. To Mr. and Mrs. Ed 
Denny '42, a daughter in Stockton in 
August, 1942. 
HANDLEY. To Mr. and Mrs. 
Bruce Handley '37, (Jeanne Sibole) a 
son, David Til, in Stockton on June 20, 
1942. 
ROGERS. To Mr. and Mrs. Ron­
ald H. Rogers '31, a son, Marc Stan­
ford, in Willits on June 18, 1942. 
MITCHELL. To Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Mitchell (Betty Hyde '31) a 
son on May 16, 1942, in Closter, New 
Jersey. 
MITCHELL. To Mr. and Mrs. 
Roy F. Mitchell (Doris Schwoerer '32) 
a daughter, Ann Elizabeth, in August, 
1941, at Santa Rosa, California. 
HONNOLD. To Mr. and Mrs. 
Forrest Honnold '42. (Alice Koehner 
'41) a daughter, named Sharon Ann, 
in Oakland on July 24, 1942. 
NELSON. To Mr. and Mrs. Cord-
ner Nelson '40, (Mary Elizabeth Ken-
yon x'42) a daughter, named Elizabeth 
Ann, at Fort Lewis, Washington, on 
August 5, 1942. 
BROWNING. To Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert W. Browning '34, a son, named 
Gordon Frederick, at Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina, on June 26, 1942. 
STOCKIRD. To Mr. and Mrs. L. 
E. Stockird (Katherine Jones '34) a 
daughter, named Suzanne Marie, on 
August 26, 1942, at Santa Barbara. 
NICHOLSON. To Mr. and Mrs. 
C. Nelson Nicholson (Elsie Mae Granes 
'34) a daughter, named Nicolian, June 
7, 1942, in Olympia, Washington. 
(Continued from •page 18) 
vals, the Fresno Bulldogs and the 
San Jose Spartans, the added man 
power should make itself felt in a 
manner very pleasing to Pacific 
followers. 
Nearly 30 members of the Tiger 
troupe are boys enlisted in the re­
serve of the Army, Navy, Marine 
Corps or Air Forces. There are 11 
boys signed for the Marine Corps 
alone, enough to make one football 
team. With one exception, the 
starting lineup names for the open-
ing game is a pre-military service 
outfit. 
Mr. Stagg can field a well-bal­
anced all-veteran team. Such a line­
up would find Clare Slaughter and 
Bill Hanson or Willis Boyarsky in 
the end positions. Jim Lyons and 
Don Hull are the veteran tackles, 
with Bill Johnson and Corky Col­
lier at the guard posts. Jim Watson 
is the only hold-over center. Behind 
these men put Clint Ward at quar­
terback, Johnny Camicia and Gav­
in Mandery in the halfback posi­
tions and Earl Klapstein at full­
back, and you have a pretty good 
football team in anybody's league. 
Some of these names represent boys 
capable of earning coastwise atten­
tion of the football experts. 
Hardly a substitution can be 
made, however, without dipping 
immediately into the reserve of 
men wearing the orange and the 
black for the first time. In fact, 
some of the veterans may be pushed 
into the second string classification 
by new men. Lodi's Johnny Brusa 
and Jack Melby are certain to see 
plenty of backfield action along 
with Bill Hixson of Marysville, 
and Leo Leggett of San Mateo. 
A1 Cordoza of Manteca will 
give Watson tough competition 
at center; Joe Mendez, 220 
pound guard and expert place kick­
er will stand a lot of tough going. 
These and many other names will 
emerge during the season. Follow 
your Pacific Tigers through the fol­
lowing schedule: 
Sept. 19. U.S. Navy Pre-Flight 
School at Stockton 
Sept. 26. University of Wash­
ington at Seattle 
Oct. 3. Chico State at Stockton 
Oct. 10. California Ramblers at 
Stockton 
Oct. 17. San Jose State at San 
Jose 
Oct. 31. Fresno State at Stockton 
Nov. 7. California Aggies at 
Woodland 
Nov. 11. U. S. Coast Guard at 
Stockton 
Kickoffs for all Stockton games 
with the exception of the opener 
are set for 3 p.m., as 100,000 watts 
of lighting power remains dark for 
the duration. 
C 30 ) 
Noted Pacific Teachers Pass 
Recent weeks have marked the death of two Pacific professors whose 
long years of service and true devotion to the ideals of the institution 
kept them both with the rank, professor emeritus. Both earned national 
attention and were long listed in "Who's Who" for creative progress in 
their respective fields. 
Dr. Robert Cromwell Root, economist and sociologist, made a 
significant contribution to American and world peace aims and incorpor­
ated in the college library a valuable collection in this field. 
Dr. Louis Samuel Kroeck, biological scientist, was a leader in his 




spend less time on 
the bench than in 
the game. 
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Santa Fe 
TRAVEL SUGGESTIONS 
• Increasingly, under war conditions, The Santa Fe and other 
American railroads must furnish mass transportation, military 
and civilian, for the nation. Movement of troops and war ma­
terial must have first call—nothing has been or will be allowed 
to interfere with the utilization of any Santa Fe facility needed 
to win the war. But you can help us maintain regular civilian 
rail transportation by following the friendly suggestions below. 
FOR INFORMATION, CALL YOUR SANTA FE TICKET OFFICE 
101 E. Weber, phone 7-7077, and Santa Fe Sta., Stockton • 
743 S. Hill St., MU 07 7 7, Los Angeles • 235 Geary, SU 7600, 
San Francisco • 5th Ave. and B St., Franklin 27 07, San Diego. 
BUY MORE U. S. WAR SAVINGS BONDS AND STAMPS 
CHECK YOUR EXTRA LUGGAGE 
Take only necessary luggage into cars. 
Extra baggage may exclude a soldier. 
CANCEL PROMPTLY, IF YOU MUST 
If plans change, cancel reservations 
promptly, releasing space for others. 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS EARLY 
Buy your tickets at the same time. 
Round trip tickets save time, money. 
AVOID WEEK END & HOLIDAY RUSH 
You'll have a better choice of accom­
modations and help spread the load. 
1942 Pad! ic Teacher 
Placei aaeiits 
Crawford, Paul! ie—Rio; Vista Ele-
mentary School. 
Bradley, Jean—f1 L-rced Elementary 
School—1st grade. 
Wilson, Win if re id — Alameda --- Ob-
tained it herself. 
McBride, Dorot ry —Susan ville Jr. 
College. 
Allen, Floyd—Li •ermore Elementary 
School. 
Harrison, Barba Stockton. Ele-
mentary School 
Hammill, Mervi: 1—Merced Elemen­
tary School. 
Gilbert, Elva ians t—Modesto.' 
Linn, James— Prii icipal—Beamer Ele-
mentary School,,J e : sodland. 
Lagomarsino, ; dred—Sutter Creek 
Union High School 
Segale, Ami: o ---Modesto Elemen-
tary. 
Lange, R.obijiette - - Gai t High School. 
Heimann, Amiga rd—Wildwood Ele-
mentary—San Jcaqu. in Co. 
Woodruff, Jeah- Gait High School. 
Ladden, Barbara--Modesto Elemen-
tary Schools. 
Stucky, Jean—M ocle'stp Elementary 
Schools. 
Gait, Veryle—-h 'ddfetown Union 
High School, 
Hops, Gloria— C dofisa Elementary 
Schools. 
Hodgkins, Ann—Salinas Citv Schools. 
Boege, Joyce—Fre och Camp Elemen-
tary School—San Jo; aquin County. 
Budiselich, 1 lek me—North S'acra-
mento Elementary. 
Boyes, Barbara — •Yreka Elementary 
School. 
Honnold, Forrest—Elk Grove High 
School. 
Fritz, Irving—Corning High School. 
Brandlin, John E.—Tahoe High 
School. 
Chaney, Sam—Los Malinos High 
School. 
Block, Jeanne Baker—Los Cruces, 
New Mexico, High School and Jr. High 
School. 
Pecldcr, Robert — Maxwell High 
School. 
Smith, Betty Ann—Escalon Elemen­
tary School. 
McEihem, Frances — Patterson Ele­
mentary Schools. 
Berry, Ros. S.—Fruitridge Elementary 
Schools, Sacramento Co. 
Morris, Jeanette — Hi 1 mar High 
School. 
Bentley, Norma—Visalia Junior Col­
lege. 
Smith, Merle Morton — Humboldt 
County Schools. 
Rivera, Rudolph—Principal—Elemen­
tary School in MercedL 
Caviglia, George — Oakdale High 
School, 
Brubeck, Henry—Santa Barbara High 
School, : 
Wade, Margaret Hench—Woodland 
High School. 
Brink, Elaine—Cafflisa High School. 
• |J # 
Deaths 
SEARS. Mable if my Sears '86, 
December, 1940. 
SPOON. Dr. Edward Spoon.'24, in 
San Jose in August, 1942. 
KROECK. Dr. Louis S. Krocck '95, 
in Stockton on August 20, 1942. 
NEEDHAM. Judge James Carson 
Needfaam '86, in Modesto in July, 
1942. 
MARK. Cecil W. Mark '98, in San 
Francisco. 
